
Inspire as source of data	
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A consideration (if I understand the use-case)	

Triggered by Dmitri presentation of last week	
	
I took a look at Insipire and how the data are presented	

•  I discussed about our project with its director	
	
Assuming that:	

•  we want to minimize FNAL-DB (additional) development	
•  some experimental/real data are (will be) directly available in 

FNAL-DB: the ones for which we perform regular G4 validation 
O(10)	

•  we want a way to get experimental (published) data, possibly via 
programmatically API 	
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Let’s imagine…	

I need to get experimental data for paper NIM A821 (2009) 
118-192 “Forward production of charged pions with incident pi+- 
on nuclear targets measured at CERN PS” 	
	
Authors provided data in machine readable format: updated to one 
of usual HEP db’s (HEPDATA and then indexed by Inspire)	

-  If that is not the case, we manually need to extract the data from a plot 
and put it in FNAL-DB	

Instead of asking FNAL-DB to provide directly the data, we can 
save in FNAL-DB a reference to Inspire record ID	
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Inspire and raw-data	

Whenever available Inspire uses HepData to present machine-
readable data tables	

•  it also generates plots/tables on the fly	
	
Format is decided and handled by HepData, it is my understanding 
that scripts to produce plots/tables are also available	
	
Inspire has APIs to query its DB	

•  The traffic we generate could be easily absorbed by current 
system	

•  In case note, there is a general interest towards our activities	
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Possible workflow	

Store in FNAL-DB references to Inspire record ID	
	
FNAL-DB provides querying mechanism tailored to our needs (following 
discussions on reaction/material etc): e.g. query by interaction	
	
FNAL-DB returns record ID from Inspire	

•  Inspire API provide access to machine readable raw-data	
•  everything should be integrated in a single library/tool that makes the 

Inspire usage hidden to the user	

We do not “reinvent the wheel” and re-use the professional tools 
developed exactly for this purpose	


